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It gives me great pleasure to present

this overview of the Annual Report for

2000-01, the fourth since I took up

responsibil ity as Director of the

Institute.  The past year has been a

signif icant one for the Institute,

particularly with regard to the progress

made towards our long-term goal of

upgrading to university-level status.

The focus of this year ’s Report is on

optimising each child’s potential through effective pedagogy. This calls

for a high level of professionalism and commitment from our students

and staff. As you will see in this report, the Institute is determined to

transform the learning and teaching experience of all our students, in

order that they can support the challenging reform agenda being carried

forward by the Education Commission. We owe a great deal to the

Government and society of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

for offering us this opportunity and we pledge our best efforts to the

success of the reforms.

Upgrading the Institute’s Academic Profile
Last year saw exciting growth and development on many fronts. In terms

of academic development, we have successfully completed a number of

demanding validation and revalidation exercises. The revalidation

exercises in particular, signify yet another step forward in the Institute’s

move towards university-level status as they should endorse the good

quality of the work the Institute has been doing and provide a mandate

for continued development. With three newly-validated programmes

being offered: the Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Secondary)

Programme (One-year Full-time), the Bachelor of Education (Honours)

(Secondary) Programme (Three-year Mixed Mode) and the Bachelor of

Education (Honours) (Languages) Programme (Four-year Full-time), the

nine degree and postgraduate programmes offered over the past year

will increase to 12 in the 2001-02 academic year.

In the fall of 2000, the total number of students admitted to the Institute’s

degree and postgraduate level academic programmes outnumbered

those at the sub-degree level for the first time. A total of 346 new students

entered four-year full-time BEd programmes for primary and secondary

teaching, and another 409 entered postgraduate diploma programmes.

With a bridge that takes graduates of the Certificate in Education to degree

level studies through our add-on degree programmes, all new students

are now given the opportunity to be considered for degree work.  This

shows that the Institute is moving rapidly towards the profile of a

university-level institution in its programmes and the composition of its

student body.

The Quality of Student Intake
Of considerable encouragement to the Institute are the landmark

admission statistics of the 2000-01 academic year. The overwhelming

demand by well-qualified student applicants for the limited degree

programme places offered by the Institute was remarkable. The BEd

(Primary) programme attracted over 11,000 applicants for its 226 places,

with 69% of the intake classified as  Band A students (i.e. the programme

was one of their first three choices under  the Joint University Programmes

Admission System (JUPAS) scheme). In the BEd (Secondary) programme,

73% of the 106 successful applicants were Band A students. The overall

average of Band A students was thus 70%, placing the Institute fifth

among the eight local tertiary institutions in terms of student choice.

These figures indicate a remarkable change in the perception of students

and their parents since the Institute first joined the JUPAS in 1999. The

growing acceptance of the Institute’s programmes by the community

encourages us to redouble our efforts to ensure the curriculum design

of our academic programmes will contribute significantly to the

development of various kinds of independent learning that are both

enjoyable and effective. In this way, the Institute plays a vital role in

preparing professional teachers who are capable of meeting the dynamic

requirements of a knowledge-based society.

Preparing Teachers for a Knowledge-based Society
Effective communication, creativity, problem solving skills and analytical

thinking are all vital to a fast-paced knowledge-based society. The Institute

is well-positioned to optimise the potential of our students, nurturing

them to become a new generation of teachers with a fresh mindset and

a genuine experience of the kinds of learning that stimulate multiple

intelligences. They will be captivated by the intrinsic rewards they have

personally experienced in learning, and as they progress in their careers

as professional teachers, they will become role models for successive

generations of students. The Institute is also prepared to support adult

education and lifelong learning in all sectors of the Hong Kong

community. It envisages offering training services to the community in

areas such as educational psychology, human resource development, the

shaping of innovative curricula and teaching methods, school

management and language proficiency. This commitment is made

explicit in the Institute’s Vision statement, which looks forward to a future

in which “a culture of lifelong learning will become a reality.”

Meeting the Challenges of Institutional Upgrading
The road ahead has many challenges and the preparation for institutional

upgrading began in earnest with a task force formed in November 2000

under the leadership of the Deputy Director (Academic), Professor Paul

Morris. This task force is developing a long-term plan for institutional

upgrading which addresses issues directly linked to improving the quality

of our academic programmes and supporting the upgrading of academic
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staff.  With the University Grants Committee’s (UGC) Teaching and

Learning Quality Process Review visit due in June 2002, the Institute

underwent an intensive internal review during May–June of 2001,

involving five panels chaired by overseas external academic consultants

and with members from local universities and the Institute’s Teaching

and Learning Quality Assurance Committee. It is encouraging that the

two-week review was conducted smoothly with positive comments

received from the consultants and their panels on the readiness of the

Institute for Education Quality Work.

International Collaboration
International collaboration has always been a priority for the Institute and

is part of the Institute’s strategy to maintain an ongoing dialogue with

the international community, in order to be responsive to educational

issues in the global arena. Two new agreements were signed with partners

in the Asia Pacific region over the past year. A memorandum of

understanding with the Korean Educational Development Institute brings

opportunities for collaboration in educational research and development.

A joint programme of educational development was also signed between

the Institute and the Office of the National Education Commission,

Thailand. Other new agreements link the Institute to the Royal Melbourne

Institute of Technology in Australia and the University of Central Lancashire

in the United Kingdom. These should further enhance academic,

professional and cultural interaction among our staff and their

counterparts in our international partner institutions. They should also

open up opportunities for student exchanges.

Partnerships with Schools
The Institute has an important role to play in supporting the current

reforms in curriculum, school management, language teaching and other

areas. In particular we have continued to place vital emphasis on

establishing partnership and support networks between schools and the

Institute and focusing on the problems that may arise in practice. With

the aim of revitalising teaching practice and instilling a new classroom

culture, a wide range of collaborative projects has emerged, some

supported by the Quality Education Fund. Mutually beneficial activities

include professional development schemes, such as the Hong Kong

School Leadership Development Network, the Interflow of Professional

Experience Scheme and the Lecturer Attachment Scheme, to name a

few. The Institute also renewed a three-year agreement with the Catholic

Education Office to pursue excellence in teaching and learning for the

benefit of the local schools. All of these networks of cooperation and

mentorship are designed to ensure a sharing and supportive relationship

with the school sector. With special emphasis on the involvement of

teachers and principals, the Institute has also introduced the innovative

Honorary Interviewers Scheme, whereby school principals, in their

capacity as future employers, are involved in selection interviews for those

applying to enter our new Bachelor of Education programmes.

Service to the Community and
Value-added Research
We are also oriented towards community service and welcome people

to come to us for solutions to educational problems affecting the

community. For example, over the past year a team of our lecturers

worked with the Equal Opportunities Commission in drafting the Code

of Practice on Education under the Disability Discrimination Ordinance.

Other areas where we have been pleased to offer our services are in

advising the Government on formulating a “professional development

ladder” for teachers, as a vital way of ensuring that they will be able to

carry the reforms forward in their classrooms. We have also contributed

to the Government ’s objective of promoting lifelong learning by

becoming a member of the Federation for Continuing Education in

Tertiary Institutions. In addition, the Institute’s programmes for Project

Springboard, launched in October 2000, were highly evaluated by

over 300 young people who have been able to benefit from this

alternative route to the completion of secondary education, and further

education opportunities.

In the area of research, the Institute takes the view that scholarship should

not only address theoretical research issues, but should also provide a

direct service to the community in areas of need. Our research philosophy

therefore stresses a concept of excellence combining scholarship,

professionalism and service to the community, as stated in the first

guiding value of our Vision statement. On the basis of this philosophy,

we have developed institutional research in teaching and learning

models. We have emphasised portfolio and action research, the

development of teachers as researchers and a focus on the joy of learning

in a student centred curriculum, with space for creativity, flexibility and

problem solving.

Staff Research on Teaching and Learning
In the past, before the establishment of the Institute, Hong Kong’s

educational development suffered because there was not a critical mass

of educators, scholars and researchers who could contribute a wide

spectrum of research in different areas of education. Since the Institute

was established in 1994 and came under the aegis of the UGC in January

1997, the 400 academic staff of the Institute have began to develop an

increasingly significant record of research supporting educational

developments in both Hong Kong and the Region. Many of them are

engaged in doctoral programmes while over 100 are in possession of
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doctoral degrees and over 30 have Master of Philosophy research degrees.

Clearly, the Institute is still young and most academic staff members are

in fact fresh researchers who need encouragement and opportunities to

further develop their abilities in research and scholarship. We are confident

they will become a core critical mass of educational researchers able to

support Hong Kong’s educational reforms. Our main focus should be on

pedagogically oriented research, designed to improve teaching and

learning in classrooms, and this is the direction that many of our academic

staff are taking in their research work.

Demonstrating Best Practices in Holistic Learning
We believe that the Institute must demonstrate its progressive educational

philosophy through practice, not only through research or consultancy

work. Following the best traditions of teachers’ universities around the

world, we are thus delighted to have our own Early Childhood Learning

Centre, established with the generous help of a grant of $7.85 million

from the Hongkong Bank Foundation, and ready to receive 150 children

in September of this year. Our students, parents and members of the

community will be welcomed to the centre to observe and participate in

the most advanced practices in early childhood education. We are also

pleased that the construction of the Institute’s primary school

commenced during the past year, supported by a generous donation of

$92.74 million from the Hong Kong Jockey Club, and that it will be open

to receive its first class of students in September of 2002. The intention is

to demonstrate best practices in pedagogy and classroom management

within resource constraints similar to those of ordinary aided schools.

Nurturing Students with a Respect for
the Profession
The increase in degree places in teacher education in the Institute has

already been paralleled by an improvement in the quality of student

intake. As this trend continues, the resultant benefits to the quality of

school education and the teaching profession will become more and

more evident, ultimately serving to enhance the status of the profession.

In connection with this, the Institute is proud of the role it plays to improve

access to higher education for the offspring of many families of relatively

low socio-economic background, enabling them to realise their potential

and serve their community through education.

We believe that the exposure of students to whole person education, in

the course of their four years at the Institute, will enable them to develop

wide-ranging personal and professional skills. Their participation in both

academic and extracurricular activities, their experience of hostel life,

language immersion activities abroad, involvement in community service

and extensive contacts with practitioners committed to best pedagogical

practices are all part of this development. As their horizons are broadened,

through independent learning as well as through intelligent use of our

Library’s outstanding collection, they will gain confidence in thinking for

themselves and articulating their thoughts and ideas. They will eventually

earn greater and greater respect for the teaching profession over the

coming years.

Acknowledgements
I am deeply appreciative that the progress made hitherto owes much to

the wisdom and guidance of the Institute’s Council, particularly to the

Chairman of Council, Mr Simon Ip, and to each and every Council member

who has generously contributed time and effort to the cause of the

Institute. I would also like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the UGC

and the Government for their strong support to a developing institution

such as ours, with many more challenges to face before we attain full

degree-awarding status.

Last but not least, the hard work and dedication of staff at all levels, and

the students’ drive and enthusiasm in a common cause, is also highly

commendable. I have enjoyed working with them and count my time at

the Institute as some of the most rewarding years of my life.

Succession and the Way Ahead
Having taken the responsibility of the Directorship since September 1997,

I shall be relinquishing the post for family reasons early in 2002. I regret

having to leave the Institute after more than four momentous years in

which we planned and witnessed such exciting progress on many fronts.

The longstanding ties I have with Hong Kong go back to the 1960s, when

I first taught in Heep Yunn School, and I am sure that I will always keep in

close touch and follow the next stage of the Institute’s development with

the greatest interest. I am confident that a strong foundation is in place

for our further upgrading to full university status, and I look forward to

seeing the blossoming of our vision into a culture where the distinctive

potential of each and every child in Hong Kong’s schools is truly optimised.

It is an ambitious vision, but I believe our staff and students will be able

to make it a reality in the coming years.

Ruth Hayhoe

Director
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